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Historic preservation serves as an integral tool in creating and maintaining a community‘s 

sense of place and connection to its past.  During times of disaster, a community needs 

this bond more than ever.  By studying current procedures and emergency management 

standards and by presenting two case studies, this thesis strives to uncover preservation‘s 

role during a natural disaster. Through this research, I learned that historic preservation is 

not well integrated into emergency management legislation or practice at any level of 

government.  I conclude that historic preservation concerns must be integrated into 

standard emergency management legislation and land use planning to be an effective 

agent in recovery. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Finding a succinct definition of a ―natural disaster‖ is a difficult task.  One must 

define these words separately to glean a simple definition.  The Merriam Webster‘s 

dictionary defines natural as, ―being in accordance with or determined by nature.‖   

Disaster is defined as, ―a sudden calamitous event bringing great damage, loss, or 

destruction.‖  Bringing these together, one can define a natural disaster as a sudden 

calamitous event determined by nature.  Historic preservation is equally hard to define.  

Following the same process one can determine a definition of this field of study. 

Merriam-Webster defines historic as, ―… having a great and lasting importance,‖ and 

preservation as, ―keep[ing] safe from injury, harm, or destruction.‖   Combining these 

definitions, historic preservation means to keep safe those things which have a great and 

lasting importance. 

Unfortunately natural disasters are not simple or succinct.  Neither is historic 

preservation.  To fully encompass the nature of a natural disaster requires a more 

complex definition.  Mileti defines natural disasters as a part of a cycle between the 

environment, the community, and the built environment
1
.  This definition accounts for 

not only the natural environment, but also the environment that people build for 

themselves.  This dynamic, during the best of times, is strained by developmental 

pressures, political issues, private property rights et cetera.  As with natural disasters, 

                                                
1 Dennis Mileti, Disasters by Design: A Reassessment of Natural Hazards in the United States 

(Washington, D.C.: Joseph Henry Press, 1999), 3.  
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historic preservation can also be defined by Mileti‘s three part cycle.  Preservation is the 

relationship between the environment, the community, and the built environment. The 

environment within historic preservation refers to the intangible sense of place historic 

buildings produce.  The community refers not only to the present community that 

interacts with the resource, but also to the past community that constructed it. The built 

environment is the place where this resource exists within the ever changing fabric of a 

place.   

When any piece of the cycle changes with either natural disasters or historic 

preservation, it puts a strain on the others.  When the environment fluxes, the 

temperamental bonds between the parts of this cycle break, and for a period of time 

things are out of balance.  This loss of balance is a natural disaster.  When a community 

no longer sees the value in a historic resource and it is razed, it is a disaster. 

 During a natural disaster the first effort is, as it should be, human aid.  The single 

most important issue in emergency response is to rescue and save lives.  Though, as 

suggested by Mileti, the built environment cannot be ignored.  Trying to rebuild 

physically and emotionally is the main goal of recovery efforts after an emergency.  As a 

preservationist, it is easy to see a clear connection in recovery efforts and saving historic 

buildings.  Not only are they a physical part of the built environment they are a 

connection to the past, a tangible piece of the community.  

Unfortunately, historic preservation can be viewed as a hindrance; ―…after a 

disaster these resources‘ special status as designated landmarks may complicate recovery 

efforts.‖
2
  Historic preservation is not a complication; it is an integral tool.  The goal of 

                                                
2 Federal Emergency Management Agency, Integrating Historic Property and cultural Resource 

Considerations Into Hazard Mitigation Planning: A State and Local How-To Guide, FEMA 386-6 
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this thesis is to explain how historic preservation fits into planning for and recovering 

from a natural disaster.   By adopting historic preservation, communities can not only 

recover from a disaster, but thrive in the aftermath.  

When a natural disaster strikes, people feel helpless in their environments, both 

natural and man-made.   Preservation has the ability to rally people and helps rebuild, 

mentally, the bonds that make a community.  It cannot, even in the best of times, be done 

by one person, government, or nonprofit.  This is most true during a natural disaster; 

working with others is essential.  Through collaboration, preservation can stop being a 

―complication‖ in the eyes of disaster responders, and can start being an essential tool for 

rebuilding a community. 

 Before discussing the benefits of preservation, it is important to understand how 

the government operates during a natural disaster.   This thesis begins by describing the 

processes that occur on the local, state, and federal level before, during and after a natural 

disaster.  Chapter two explains the events of a disaster and the chain of command 

responsible for the preparation-with special focus on building codes, response, and 

recovery efforts.  Disasters require cooperation across all levels from local and municipal 

governments to federally funded agencies and nonprofit groups.  This chapter will also 

discuss where and how historic preservation fits into this process.    

 Chapter three is a case study discussing these policies in action. In July of 1994, 

Tropical Storm Alberto traveled from the Gulf of Mexico to the southwestern part of 

Georgia, southeastern Alabama, and the Florida panhandle.  This storm hovered over this 

area dropping rain for 11 days.  By July 14
th

 10,000 square miles of Georgia were 

                                                                                                                                            
(Washington, D.C.: FEMA May 2005), http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1892 (accessed 

August 2010), iii. 

http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1892
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underwater.  The storm affected hundreds of communities throughout the three states.  Of 

those communities, Montezuma, Georgia was especially devastated.  Situated near the 

Flint River, the town had a history of flooding.  No one, however, anticipated the 

intensity of this storm.  By the end of the rain, the entire historic downtown sat below 

fourteen feet of water.  The leaders of this area, as well as state, and local officials 

embraced historic preservation as a means of rebuilding.  This chapter will discuss the 

success of downtown Montezuma, Georgia as a direct effect of the historic preservation 

efforts after the Flood of 1994, and highlight the efforts of one affected building owner to 

restore his business.
3
   

 Chapter four is another case study illustrating preservation‘s issues during 

the 1994 Tropical Storm Alberto flooding.  On July 7
th
, following days of constant rain 

the Flint River surged beyond its banks, affecting many cities along the corridor.  Albany, 

in Dougherty County Georgia, was completely inundated with water. 
4
  Over 24,000 

people were evacuated when the river surged to a record 43.82 feet.
 5
  The entire campus 

of Albany State College, now Albany State University, was destroyed, with most of the 

buildings being under up to 10 feet of water.
 6
  The current of the river was so hard and 

the soil of Albany so saturated with water, caskets from the Oakview and Riverside 

cemeteries were floating downstream.  The Georgia Bureau of Investigation (GBI) agents 

worked to try to decipher who these people were based on historic records.
 7
  Over 9,000 

Albany residents were displaced by the flood.  2,000 low income homes were completely 

                                                
3 Karen Easter and Daryl Barksdale, After the Flood: Rebuilding Communities Through Historic 

Preservation, Historic Preservation Division, Georgia Department of Natural Resources (Atlanta, GA: 
September 1997), 5-12. 
4 The Albany Herald, Flood of Memories (Albany, Georgia: Broad Street Production Company, 1994), 20. 
5 Ibid, 28 
6 Ibid 29 
7
 Ibid 33 
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destroyed.
 8

  Preservationists faced a lack of political and community will in the 

restoration of the city‘s historic resources, and ethical concerns of rehabilitating in a flood 

plain.  This chapter will also highlight the efforts of a local heritage center as they try to 

rehabilitate one of their historic buildings. 

These particular case studies were chosen for several reasons.  Broadly, flooding 

is the most common kind of natural disaster.  This disaster from Tropical Storm Alberto 

happened seventeen years ago; allowing for a long term perspective that would not be 

possible for a recent disaster such as Hurricane Katrina.  The geographic location of these 

disasters allowed for easy access to information, and the fact that they resulted from the 

same storm event suggests that the scale of the required response was commensurate.  

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Georgia is one of the few states in the U.S. to 

adopt statewide enabling legislation that requires comprehensive planning at the local 

level.  Since this regulatory framework is already in place, ultimately it allows for easier 

incorporation of emergency planning into a structured policy document. 

 The last chapter of this thesis draws conclusions about the state of historic 

preservation and its incorporation into disaster planning, response, and recovery efforts.    

It also offers recommendations for how historic preservation should be better 

incorporated into existing policies.  It also offers ideas to those involved with historic 

resources, whether property owners or members of historic preservation commissions, on 

how to prepare for and respond to natural disasters.  The most important conclusion that 

can be drawn from this thesis is that historic preservation can help a devastated 

community.  Not only by physically rebuilding or restoring a lost resource, but also by 

rebuilding the intangible sense of community that resource represents.   

                                                
8
 Ibid 95. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Natural Disasters and Government Operations 

Introduction: 

A hazard is an event that has the potential to affect a community; a disaster is 

when that hazard becomes real.
9
  A community‘s geographic location, the industries it 

houses, and its population density can play a part in how a hazard will impact an area.  

There are two main types of hazards: natural hazards and technological hazards.  This 

thesis will focus solely on natural hazards. According to the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency‘s (FEMA) publication Multi-Hazard Identification and Risk 

Assessment (MHIRA), there are 23 types of hazards, ranging from Tropical Cyclones- a 

natural hazard- to Nuclear Accidents-a technological hazard.
10

  This chapter will be a 

brief narrative of emergency management principles and how, at all levels, the 

government works to implement these tools to save lives and property. 

Preceding Disaster-Mitigation and Preparedness:  

 The most critical events involving any kind of disaster take place before the threat 

is realized.  As seen in figure 1, the overarching principle in emergency management is 

mitigation. 

                                                
9 Federal emergency Management Agency, Multi-Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (MHIRA), 

Federal agency reference document, Washington: FEMA, 1997; Part 1, pg. 3 
10Federal emergency Management Agency, Multi-Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (MHIRA), 

Federal agency reference document, Washington: FEMA, 1997; Table of Contents, pg. v-vi.    
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Figure 1.  Phases of Emergency Management: The Disaster Life Cycle.
11

 

 

 ―Mitigation is defined as a sustained action to reduce or eliminate risk to people and 

property from hazards and their effects.‖ 
12

  The ―actions‖, or tools, of mitigation vary in 

their severity; it is up to the individual communities to decide which actions are 

appropriate for their protection.  This section will explore the mitigation and 

preparedness tools available to communities.  

The most obvious and necessary tool is hazard identification and mapping.  There 

is no way to protect a location and its populace without knowing what hazards it faces.  

Advances in geographic information systems (GIS), and federal programs have made this 

information easier to obtain thus allowing for better community protection.
13

  The 

                                                
11 Jim Schwab, Kenneth C. Topping, Charles D. Eadie, Robert E. Deyle, and Richard A. Smith, Planning 

for Post-Disaster Recovery and Reconstruction, Planning Advisory Service Report Number 483/484, 

Washington, D.C.: American Planning Association, 1998: 32 
12George D. Haddow, Jane A. Bullock, and Damon P. Coppola,  Introduction to EmergencyManagement: 

Third Edition. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2008. 

13
George D. Haddow,  Jane A. Bullock, and Damon P. Coppola;  Introduction to Emergency Management: 

Third Edition;  Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2008: 77. 
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National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is an important mitigation tool.  In 1968, the 

NFIP required one of the most rigorous mapping projects ever undertaken by the U.S.   

Though weak when first created, subsequent disasters have led to reform and changes in 

the legislation, increasing NFIP power and prominence.
14

  Land use planning, typically 

occurring at the local level, is a useful mitigation tool. ―The strategies for land use 

planning offer many options for effecting mitigation, including, acquisitions, easements, 

storm water management, annexation, environmental review, and flood plain 

management plans.‖
15

  Financial incentives, and disincentives, are an emerging tool in 

mitigation practices.  Some local governments have turned to tax increases to pay for 

mitigation measures, and some federal grant programs are giving local communities the 

capital to make acquisitions.  Grants are also responsible for spurring mitigation funds for 

community development.
16

  It is important to try to avoid loss of life and property by not 

building in disaster prone areas in the first place. 

The next option for mitigation is very common and wide spread; it is design and 

construction applications.  This tool, in the form of building codes, gives states and local 

governments the opportunity to require mitigation strategies in new construction and 

major renovations.
17

   

The building codes concerning flooding adopted and incorporated by the 

International Building Code (IBC), created by the American Society of Civil Engineers 

(ASCE), are called Flood Resistant Design and Construction.  These codes are adopted 

by the state of Georgia as minimum code.  These standards are broken down into several 

                                                
14 Ibid., 80 
15 Ibid., 78 
16 Ibid., 79 
17 George D. Haddow,  Jane A. Bullock, and Damon P. Coppola;  Introduction to Emergency Management: 

Third Edition;  Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2008: 78. 
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sections based on the type of floods a structure is likely to encounter based on its 

location.  A structure may fall into one or more of these four areas:  Flood Hazard Area, 

High Risk Flood Hazard Area, Coastal High Hazard Area, and Coastal A Zones.  The 

determination of zones is left to ―authority having jurisdiction.‖
18

   

A flood hazard area is defined as, ―1.  Those lands within a floodplain subject to a 

1% or greater chance of flooding in any year [known as a base flood, or 100 year flood], 

2.  Those lands designated as a flood hazard area on a community‘s flood hazard map, or 

otherwise legally designated.‖
19

  This is also referred to as the design flood.  A high risk 

flood  hazard area is a, ―flood hazards are where one or more of the following hazards are 

known to occur, alluvial fan flooding, flash floods, mudslides, ice jams, high velocity 

flows, high velocity wave action, breaking wave heights, greater than or equal to 

1.5ft…or erosion.‖
20

   

The two last areas are determined by the Federal Insurance and Mitigation 

Administration via the flood Insurance rate map (FIRM).  The coastal high hazard area 

(CHHA) is an area within the flood hazard area, delineated on the FIRM as a zone A, AE, 

A1-30, A99, AR, AO, AH, V, VO, VE, or V1-30.
21

  It extends from, ―offshore to the 

inland limit of a primary frontal dune along an open coast and any other area that is 

subject to high velocity wave action from storms or seismic sources.‖
22

  The coastal A 

zone (CAZ) is an, ―…area within a special flood hazard area, landward of a V zone or 

landward of an open coast without mapped V Zones.  In a [CAZ], the principal source of 

                                                
18 American Society of Civil Engineers, Flood Resistant Design and Construction (Reston, VA: American 
Society of Civil Engineers, 2006), 3.  
19 Ibid. 6. 
20 Ibid. 4 
21  Ibid. 5 
22

 Ibid.  3 
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flooding must be astronomical tides, storm surges, seiches, or tsunamis, not riverine 

flooding.  During base flood conditions, the potential for breaking wave heights shall be 

greater than or equal to 1.5 ft.‖
23

  

 The location of a structure within one of these zones determines its minimum 

building standards.  The ASCE organized the codes by hazard area.  Section one of the 

Flood Resistant Design and Construction are ―[g]eneral provisions that apply to all Flood 

Hazard Areas.‖
24

   Section two continues with flood hazard areas, section three with high 

risk flood hazard areas, and section 4 with CHHA and CAZ (see Figure 2).  These 

standards apply to new construction or substantial improvements of existing structures.  

A substantial improvement is any construction, rehabilitation, or addition to an existing 

building that exceeds 50% of market value, prior to the improvement.
25

  However, there 

is a caveat for historic buildings (see Figure 3).  Historic buildings are exempt from these 

standards when said implementation would cause a loss of integrity or historic character.     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
23 Ibid.  3 
24 Ibid.  2 
25

 Ibid.  6 
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Figure 2: Flow chart to determine if flood resistance standards apply.
26

  

 

 

 

                                                
26 American Society of Civil Engineers, Flood Resistant Design and Construction (Reston, VA: American 

Society of Civil Engineers, 2006), 2. 
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Figure 3: Flow chart to determine if a structure is falls under Flood Resistant Design and 

Construction standards. 
27

 

 

                                                
27 American Society of Civil Engineers, Flood Resistant Design and Construction (Reston, VA: American 

Society of Civil Engineers, 2006), 1. 
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In section one, the standards dictate elevation and foundation requirements, piers 

and posts, the use of fill, anchorage and connections, and flood loads in general.  Section 

two expands on section one; giving guidance about specific foundation types, and 

openings.  Section three breaks down requirements for building or improving structures 

based on the specific hazards faced.  No structure may be built near these hazards without 

protective works to divert water: alluvial fan, flash flood areas, mudslide areas, or 

erosion-prone areas.
28

  Section four gives more stringent rules for CHHAs and CAZs.  No 

use of fill is permitted and foundations must not be slab on grade.  There are also 

specifics about the exact design of and attachment to piles.  Sections five-seven give 

standards for materials, flood-proofing, and utilities respectively.  Sections eight and nine 

give standards for access and ancillary structures.
29

These codes are updated regularly and 

are the work of several experts in the field of engineering.  These codes are our most 

basic tool for life safety during a natural disaster.  They are a silent protector.    

The last tool, arguably the most controversial though their usage is widespread, are 

protective works or structural controls.  Through the use of levies, sea walls, jetties, and 

other like structures, communities hope to protect existing structures. The danger in these 

lies in the negative impact on the natural environment and the probability of their 

failure.
30

  

Though mitigation measures are the most preferred tool for emergency 

management, communities still face impediments to their implementation.  According to 

Haddow, those impediments include denial, lack of political will, excessive costs, takings 

                                                
28 American Society of Civil Engineers, Flood Resistant Design and Construction (Reston, VA: American 

Society of Civil Engineers, 2006), 13. 
29 Ibid. 6-27 
30George D. Haddow,  Jane A. Bullock, and Damon P. Coppola;  Introduction to Emergency Management: 

Third Edition;  Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2008: 81. 
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issues, and mitigation measures that cause a false sense of security.  Until a disaster hits, 

many people live in denial, or are ignorant of the dangers they face.  With the attacks of 

September 11, Hurricane Katrina, and the BP Gulf Oil spill, many communities are now 

more aware of the risks they face.  Unfortunately, the public at large tends to have a type 

of amnesia about threats once they are out of media coverage; we forget about the risks 

we still face.  This amnesia affects how local politicians approach mitigation measures; if 

it is not on the minds of their constituents, there is no reason for it being on their agenda. 

The costs of these measures is also a hindrance. Many of these measures require money 

that is scarce for many states and local governments.  It is hard to convince someone to 

spend money on a preventative measure when the same money can go towards a project 

that will have immediate benefits.   

 There are funding options available to these communities from the federal 

government.  These programs include policies that support mitigation, and financial and 

technical assistance from FEMA, the Small Business Administration (SBA), the 

Economic Development Administration (EDA), and the Department of Housing and 

Urban Development (HUD), and many other departments and agencies of the federal 

government.
31

  These federal programs have varying requirements that change as 

legislation about emergency management evolves.  The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000
32

 

amended the federal disaster policy laid out by the Robert T. Stafford Act
33

.  It creates 

                                                
31

 George D. Haddow,  Jane A. Bullock, and Damon P. Coppola;  Introduction to Emergency Management: 

Third Edition;  Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2008: 77. 

32 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―Resource Record Details: Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000,‖ 

Federal Emergency Management Agency, http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1935 [accessed 

February 24, 2011]. 
33 Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, Public Law 93-288, as amended, 42 

U.S.C. 5121-5207, and Related Authorities, 

http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1935
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planning requirements for State, local, and Indian tribal governments as a condition of 

mitigation assistance.  It also provides for limited funding for creating a mitigation plan.
34

 

Mitigation is the future of emergency management.  It will take public awareness 

of the benefits of these tools to make mitigation a political priority.  Mitigation, though, is 

not the only aspect to consider before a disaster strikes. There is preparedness.  Similar to 

mitigation in that it tries to anticipate the outcome of a disaster and avoid worse case 

scenarios, it is different in its application.  Preparedness involves an attitude of 

anticipation. 

―Preparedness…can best be defined as a state of readiness to respond to a disaster, 

crisis, or any other type of emergency situation.‖
35

  Unlike mitigation measures, 

preparedness is something that individuals, businesses, and nongovernmental 

organizations can also participate in. It allows a community to have provisions in place to 

help expedite response and recovery to a disaster.  Preparedness can mean many things, 

but in the terms of emergency management FEMA broke down preparedness into a 

continuing cycle with a few key actions: plan, organize, train, equip, exercise, evaluate, 

and improve (see figure 4).
36

  Public education and awareness is also a critical part of 

preparedness.   

                                                
34 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―Resource Record Details: Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000,‖ 

Federal Emergency Management Agency, http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1935[accessed 
February 24, 2011]. 
35 George D. Haddow,  Jane A. Bullock, and Damon P. Coppola;  Introduction to Emergency Management: 

Third Edition;  Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2008: 183 
36 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―National Response Framework,‖ 

http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-core.pdf [accessed February 25, 2011]: 27.   

http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1935%5baccessed
http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-core.pdf
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Figure 4:  Graphic of the Preparedness Cycle.
37

 

 

Emergency plans are necessary to apply for many aid resources; as a result 

planning is one of the most important aspects of preparedness.  The emergency plan can 

stand alone, or be included as a part of a comprehensive plan.  It should contain response 

actions, and long term recovery strategies, and allow for practice exercises and training 

opportunities.  The emergency plan should also address evacuation concerns, and 

consider special populations during times of disaster such as the elderly and handicapped.  

The plan should also include implementation strategies and a chain of command that 

establishes order during the emergency.  Considerations should also be made for back up 

measures if personnel are limited.   

Another important piece in the planning stage is public awareness.  Efforts should 

be made to educate the public about the risks their community faces and encourage each 

                                                
37 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―National Response Framework,‖ 

http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-core.pdf [accessed February 25, 2011]: 27. 

http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-core.pdf
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individual to prepare a plan for their family.  Unlike mitigation, preparedness is the task 

of every individual.  Non-profits and nongovernmental organizations also play an 

important role in preparedness by assisting in public awareness projects and training and 

coordinating emergency volunteers.  When hazards become real, it usually is not one, 

single issue; it is many hazards compounding to create a disaster.  A cyclone may cause 

dam failures.  A severe thunderstorm may also cause fires.  It is therefore important that 

these risks be calculated carefully and that a plan is formed to minimize loss of life and 

damage to property. The preparation for and response to a natural disaster can be broken 

down by government levels: local, state, and national.  The degree of involvement at each 

level depends on the severity of the disaster. 

Planners at the local level can help prior to an event by including the following 

choices in the historic preservation element of their emergency plans: 

1. Provide local public safety officials with maps and  

floor plans for major historic facilities… 

2. Establish lines of communication in advance  

between local planning and building officials and a  

designated coordinator for such facilities. 

3. Use a through inventory of local historic resources  

and their vulnerabilities to establish priorities for post- 

disaster preservation efforts… 

4. The historic preservation community can be mobilized  

by plan to muster second opinions about buildings 

that might otherwise be deemed appropriate for  

demolition…. 

5. Work with the state historic preservation officer (SHPO)  

and others to provide or identify for the owners of  

historic buildings training resources and opportunities  

pertinent to protecting their buildings from the impacts  

of disasters. 

6. Identify, create, and promote the use of financial and  

technical assistance resources for hazard mitigation  

and retrofitting for historic resources and, where  

possible, incorporate suitable historic properties into  
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local hazard mitigation plans.
38

 

 

The best recovery and response to a disaster starts with a well thought out plan. 

Local Response and Recovery: 

 Response is the name given to the actions taken directly following a disaster.  The 

first responders are local fire and police agencies.  These responders are the obvious first 

level of government response, ―[p]eople expect to see them there and would be distressed 

if they were not.‖
39

They have several important duties; prior to and during the 

emergency, they may be responsible for enforcing evacuations and immediate first aid.  

Police play a vital role in directing traffic and ensuring the protection of the disaster 

zones.  Local fire departments not only put out fires, but also help to rescue victims 

trapped in debris or other vulnerable situations.
40

  Local jurisdictions should have 

agreements amongst neighboring communities for help during times of disaster.  Even at 

the local level cooperation is paramount to reduce casualties and property damage.
41

 

Depending on the frequency and the types of disasters faced, some local 

governments may employ a specific emergency manager.  However, in many local 

jurisdictions no singular emergency manager exists, and it falls into the work program of 

another local official.  Many times this falls to an official in a related emergency field, 

such as fire chief.  Regardless of the capacity of the emergency manager it is their 

responsibility to coordinate the response efforts, ensuring that resources are deployed 

                                                
38 Jim Schwab, Kenneth C. Topping, Charles D. Eadie, Robert E. Deyle, and Richard A. Smith, Planning 

for Post-Disaster Recovery and Reconstruction, Planning Advisory Service Report Number 483/484, 

Washington, D.C.: American Planning Association, 1998: 104. 
39 Jim Schwab, Kenneth C. Topping, Charles D. Eadie, Robert E. Deyle, and Richard A. Smith, Planning 
for Post-Disaster Recovery and Reconstruction, Planning Advisory Service Report Number 483/484, 

Washington, D.C.: American Planning Association, 1998: 23 
40 Ibid., 24 
41 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―National Response Framework,‖ 

http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-core.pdf [accessed February 25, 2011]: 27.   

http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-core.pdf
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properly.  The job of an emergency manager is made easier if they have created a plan 

prior to an emergency.  Though planners may not have a direct role immediately 

following a disaster they, ―can work to build consensus prior to an event around a vision 

of the post disaster community that will guide long-term redevelopment.‖
42

The role of 

the planner is to ensure that the immediate response efforts respect the long term goals 

the city has agreed upon.   

The building code enforcement agencies at the local level have an incredibly 

important job following a disaster.  They determine which buildings are habitable, thus 

how much long term assistance a community needs.  Beyond code enforcement they 

should be familiar with the requirements of the National Flood Insurance Program and 

work with State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) to assess damaged historic 

resources.  It is imperative that this survey process begin as soon as possible following 

the disaster.  The Building Officials Association of Florida outlines the basic function of 

building officials following a disaster as securing damaged areas, answering calls, 

habitability assessment, inspections, utilities, and permitting/NFIP compliance.
43

  The 

biggest issue facing building officials in regard to historic resources following a natural 

disaster is lack of technical expertise.  Many officials and building owners are unaware of 

the particular qualities of historic materials and building techniques and unfortunately, 

―[r]estorable buildings are torn down.‖
44

  Technical assistance in the survey stage is 

important to save historic resources. 

                                                
42 Jim Schwab, Kenneth C. Topping, Charles D. Eadie, Robert E. Deyle, and Richard A. Smith, Planning 

for Post-Disaster Recovery and Reconstruction, Planning Advisory Service Report Number 483/484, 

Washington, D.C.: American Planning Association, 1998: 25 
43 Ibid., 28-30 
44

 Ibid, 104 
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Finally the city managers‘ or mayor‘s primary function during a natural disaster is 

as a communicator and coordinator.  He should work closely with the heads of all other 

local agencies to coordinate response efforts.  He should act as the main mouthpiece of 

the community during times of response, as well a liaison with state officials and state 

representatives to disperse vital necessities and information. 

The better the preparedness and planning of a community, the quicker and more 

efficiently it will respond.  The transition from response to recovery is not clear; the 

response could simply last hours or goes on for weeks.  The most obvious difference 

between the two phases of emergency management lies in the goal of the actions taken.  

The goals of response actions are more focused on immediate need and speed.  Actions in 

recovery focus on the long term needs of a community.  Local recovery efforts vary 

according to the severity of a disaster.  They range from mitigation measures such as new 

building code legislation, to a reevaluation of local emergency plans.  Redevelopment 

agencies within local governments may set new land use regulations because of disaster 

events; local transportation agencies may develop new plans.   

―If there is a common element here, it is the need for someone to be in charge and 

to establish emergency response and planning for post disaster recovery as governmental 

priorities.‖
45

  At the local level it is imperative that there be a clear plan for an immediate 

response to a natural disaster.  It is also clear that even at the lowest local level, there is a 

need for interagency/departmental/office cooperation.  Most emergency situations are 

handled at the local level.  If resources at the local level are overwhelmed the local city 

manager or mayor may request aid from the state government.   

                                                
45 Jim Schwab, Kenneth C. Topping, Charles D. Eadie, Robert E. Deyle, and Richard A. Smith, Planning 

for Post-Disaster Recovery and Reconstruction, Planning Advisory Service Report Number 483/484, 

Washington, D.C.: American Planning Association, 1998: 32 
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State Response and Recovery: 

―States do not respond to natural disasters without a request for help from the 

local (usually county level) jurisdiction.‖
46

 Each state has a set protocol to respond to 

natural disasters and it varies according to what types and frequency of disasters a state 

faces.  Most states have some sort of legislation granting powers to a state emergency 

management head or equivalent role to allocate state emergency agency resources.  The 

emergency manager also oversees the coordination of outside aid to a community.
47

  Just 

as at the local level, ―[n]eighboring communities play a key role in providing support 

through a framework of mutual aid and assistance agreements,‖ neighboring states also 

assist with aid such as personnel and equipment.  The principles of these agreements are 

dictated by National Incident Management Systems (NIMS).
 48

  The state emergency 

management agency‘s relationship with the SHPO will be discussed in a later section.  

The governor is in charge of communication and the National Guard.  It is 

important, especially with so many state agencies involved, that there is just one source 

for accurate information.
49

   The National Guard acts separately from any federal military 

forces that may be assisting with the disaster.  The National Guard is specially trained in 

logistics, decontamination, search and rescue, and is an invaluable asset to a 

community.
50

   When the affected areas move from response to recovery the state‘s 

biggest role comes into play. 

                                                
46 Ibid., 33 
47 Ibid. 33. 
48 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―National Response Framework,‖ 

http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-core.pdf [accessed February 25, 2011]: 38.   
49 Jim Schwab, Kenneth C. Topping, Charles D. Eadie, Robert E. Deyle, and Richard A. Smith, Planning 

for Post-Disaster Recovery and Reconstruction, Planning Advisory Service Report Number 483/484, 

Washington, D.C.: American Planning Association, 1998: 33. 
50 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―National Response Framework,‖ 

http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-core.pdf [accessed February 25, 2011]: 39. 
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The state is the intermediary for aid and resources from outside agencies, 

organizations, and the federal government.   It is at the state level that a request for a 

presidential disaster declaration process begins.  It is also the responsibility of the state to 

evaluate itself, both during and after the disaster, to determine its shortcomings and 

strengths.  This evaluation policy is essential in handling the next disaster more 

efficiently to save more lives and property.   

Federal Response and Recovery: 

Once the local and state governments have exhausted their resources, they may 

petition the President to declare a disaster.  Though it is not required for some aid, a 

disaster declaration opens the door of funding to the states, which then acts a conduit for 

the federal funds to local governments, citizens, and private businesses.  The President 

can declare an emergency or a major disaster, this difference depends on severity and 

opens up different avenues of funding for a community. According to the Stafford Act an, 

―Emergency‖ means any occasion or instance for which, in the determination of 

the President, Federal assistance is needed to supplement State and local efforts 

and capabilities to save lives and to protect property and public health and safety, 

or to lessen or avert the threat of a catastrophe in any part of the United States.
51

 

 

And a, 

―Major disaster‖ means any natural catastrophe (including any hurricane, tornado,  

storm, high water, wind driven water, tidal wave, tsunami, earthquake, volcanic  

eruption, landslide, mudslide, snowstorm, or drought), or, regardless of cause, any  

fire, flood, or explosion, in any part of the United States, which in the 

determination of the President causes damage of sufficient severity and magnitude 

to warrant major disaster assistance under this Act to supplement the efforts and 

available resources of States, local governments, and disaster relief organizations 

in alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or suffering caused thereby.‖
52

 

 

                                                
51 Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, Public Law 93-288, as amended, 42 

U.S.C. 5121-5207, and Related Authorities, Sec. 102: 2.   
52
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The process for these declarations is the same; it is the FEMA director and ultimately the 

President that makes the determination of severity.  The disaster declaration process is 

also set out in Stafford Act and clarified through various documents including the 

National Response Framework.   

 The local government first responds immediately to a disaster.  If the resource at 

the local jurisdiction is overwhelmed, the city manager or mayor petitions the state 

government for help.  The state government deploys their emergency plan.  It utilizes all 

the resources within its power, as well as from neighboring states.  The state surveys the 

damaged area with regional FEMA officers and other federal officials.  It creates a 

preliminary disaster assessment (PDA).  The PDA, ―summarizes [the] resulting needs of 

individuals, businesses, public sector, and community as a whole.‖
53

This assessment also 

looks at factors such as the extent of damage to public utilities, schools, firehouses and 

police departments, and hospitals.  It also factors in the extent of damages to business and 

individuals, displacement, and the effect of the disaster on the health and safety of the 

community.
54

  This document is reviewed at the regional level by regional FEMA 

officials then sent onto FEMA headquarters in Washington, D.C., and through the 

Department of Homeland Security, onto the President.   

There are several factors considered in reviewing a governor‘s petition for federal 

aid and assistance.  These include, but are not limited to: 

 Amount and type of damage (number of homes destroyed or with 

major damage); 

                                                
53 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―Preliminary Disaster Assessments,‖ 

http://www.fema.gov/rebuild/recover/pda.shtm [accessed March 1, 2011]. 
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 Impact on the infrastructure of affected areas or critical facilities; 

 Imminent threats to public health and safety; 

 Impacts to essential government services and functions; 

 Unique capability of Federal government; 

 Dispersion or concentration of damage; 

 Level of insurance coverage in place for homeowners and public 

facilities; 

 Assistance available from other sources (Federal, State, local, 

voluntary organizations); 

 State and local resource commitments from previous, undeclared 

events; and 

 Frequency of disaster events over recent time period.
55

   

There are no set statutes or guidelines the president must follow.  Though FEMA sets 

agency guidelines as to what it recommends, the President has sole discretion on the 

determination of a disaster declaration.    

  Once a disaster declaration is made the state is eligible for several types of 

assistance.  There are three main categories of assistance, which type a state receives 

depends on the severity and type of disaster encountered.  The aid categories are 

individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard mitigation assistance.
56

  Individual 

assistance is given directly to households and citizens, public assistance is aid given to 

states and local governments to repair infrastructure, and hazard mitigation is given to 

communities to undertake projects to prevent or lessen damage from another disaster.
57

  

Other agencies besides FEMA give aid in the form of grants and loans.  Entities such as 

the Small Business Administration (SBA) or the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD) give out monies and technical assistance to victims of major natural 

disasters.  Though a Presidential declaration provides the bulk of aid to states, some 

                                                
55 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―Evaluating a Request for a Major Disaster Declaration,‖ 

http://www.fema.gov/rebuild/recover/evaluation.shtm [accessed March 1, 2011]. 
56 Federal Emergency Management Agency, ―A Guide to the Disaster Declaration Process and Federal 

Disaster Assistance,‖ http://www.fema.gov/pdf/rebuild/recover/dec_proc.pdf [accessed March 1, 2011]: 2. 
57
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agencies do not require a declaration to give aid and assistance, ―some types of 

assistance, such as Fire Management Assistance Grants – which provide support to states 

experiencing severe wildfires – are performed by Federal departments or agencies under 

their own authorities and do not require Presidential approval.‖  

Where does historic preservation fit in?  

 The above sections describe how the government, at all levels, operates during a 

time of national disaster.  The system of governmental assistance and aid during an 

emergency situation is defined by legislation and regulations.   The types of aid and 

assistance depends on how severe and widespread the disaster.  The question of this 

thesis still remains, where does historic preservation fit in? This section will address 

preservation at the local, state, and federal level, and where, if at all, preservation 

overlaps with emergency management. Chapter five will give recommendations as to 

how the relationship between disaster management and historic preservation could be 

improved.  

Historic preservation is a grass roots effort and is not mandated at the local level.  

In the state of Georgia, the Georgia Historic Preservation Act (GHPA) allows counties 

and municipalities that set up a preservation ordinance to maintain a historic preservation 

commission.  This commission oversees material changes to the external appearance of 

designated historic resources or historic districts; owners of buildings protected under 

local ordinances must receive a certificate of appropriateness from the commission before 

proceeding with the work.  However, local municipalities are exempt from this article; 

they must just submit their plans and allow forty-five days for the commission to 
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comment.
58

  There are no emergency provisions in the GHPA.  The local government is 

the first response to a natural disaster.   After a disaster, health and safety are the first 

concern.   The biggest issue facing local government is working, ―…with so much 

pressure to make quick, unprecedented, judgment calls.‖
59

  Decisions are made to return 

to normal as quickly as possible; in the process many historic resources are lost.   

Local governments can also enhance preservation efforts by becoming a certified 

local government (CLG).  The requirements to become certified are dictated by the 

National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), and expanded upon in each state‘s own 

preservation laws.   A CLG may help integrate historic preservation into local planning 

initiatives, opening the door for more state and federal grants and technical assistance.  

This program allows for a more effective relay of historic preservation funds during a 

disaster and promotes collaboration between all levels of government in regards to 

historic preservation.
60

  This connection to the state allows local access to historic 

preservation funds during natural disasters.     

Every state and nearly every American territory-besides the Midway Islands-has a 

state historic preservation officer/office (SHPO).  The SHPO is responsible for carrying 

out the duties set forth in the NHPA.  Those duties include: 

A) in cooperation with Federal and State agencies, local 

governments, and private organizations and individuals, direct and 

conduct a comprehensive statewide survey of historic properties and 

maintain inventories of such properties; 

                                                
58 Georgia Code § 44-10-27. Ga. L. 1980, p. 1723, § 7.  
(http://gashpo.org/Assets/Documents/OCGA_HP_easements_44-10-1_8.pdf) 
59 Huffman, Alan. ―Mississippi‘s Morning After,‖ Preservation: the Magazine for the National Trust for 

Historic Preservation, Volume, 58, n.1 (Jan/Feb 2006): 31. 
60 The Historic Preservation Division (HPD), of the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), ―Certified 

Local Government,‖ HPD of the DNRhttp://www.georgiashpo.org/community/clg [accessed June 8, 2011]. 
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(B) identify and nominate eligible properties to the National 

Register and otherwise administer applications for listing historic 

properties on the National Register; 

(C) prepare and implement a comprehensive statewide historic 

preservation plan; 

(D) administer the State program of Federal assistance for historic 

preservation within the State; 

(E) advise and assist, as appropriate, Federal and State agencies 

and local governments in carrying out their historic preservation 

responsibilities; 

(F) cooperate with the Secretary, the Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation, and other Federal and State agencies, local governments, and 

organizations and individuals to ensure that historic properties are taken 

into consideration at all levels of planning and development; 

(G) provide public information, education and training, and 

technical assistance in historic preservation; 

(H) cooperate with local governments in the development of local 

historic preservation programs and assist local governments in becoming 

certified pursuant to subsection (c); 

(I) consult with the appropriate Federal agencies in accordance 

with this Act on- 

(i) Federal undertakings that may affect 

historic properties; and 

(ii) the content and sufficiency of any plans 

developed to protect, manage, or to reduce 

or mitigate harm to such properties; and 

 (J) advise and assist in the evaluation of 

proposals for rehabilitation projects that may 

qualify for Federal assistance.
61

 

These directions allow for the state officials to work with other agencies as they see fit to 

carry our preservation duties.  The NHPA encourages interagency cooperation and 
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communication at the state level.  There is no explicit emergency provision in the 

requirements; those listed above are all that is required of the SHPO.  Indirectly, all of 

these requirements can pertain to emergency situations.  

The federal government also has legislation guiding its historic preservation 

practices.  The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) is the nation‘s guiding 

legislation on historic preservation.  Section 106 within the act requires a review process 

for any federal undertaking involving a resource on or eligible for the National Register 

of Historic Places.  An undertaking is defined by the NHPA as 

a project, activity, or program funded in whole or in part under the  

direct or indirect jurisdiction of a Federal agency, including —   

(A) those carried out by or on behalf of the agency;  

(B) those carried out with Federal financial assistance;  

(C) those requiring a Federal permit license, or approval; and  

(D) those subject to State or local regulation administered pursuant to a 

delegation or approval by a Federal agency.
62

 

 

FEMA, since it is a federal agency, triggers the section 106 review process through its 

granting program.  So all of the grant money and assistance given to properties that are at 

least 50 years old, and carry significance in association, architecture, or data output will 

trigger a review. 

 Section 106 review is expanded upon in the Code of Federal Regulations, 36 CFR 

800.  These regulations set forth specific guidance as to the roles and responsibilities of 

the federal agency.  Since FEMA typically deals with such a large volume of resources in 

time-sensitive conditions, many states have set up programmatic agreements (PA) with 

FEMA.  The PAs ―completely replace‖ the review process, define scope of work, and 
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shorten the review time by the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). 
63

  These PAs 

are signed by FEMA, SHPO, if applicable the Tribal Historic Preservation Office 

(THPO), the state emergency management office, and the Advisory Council for Historic 

Preservation (ACHP).
64

  FEMA funds typically restore a resource back to its pre-disaster 

condition.  Programmatic allowances permit 95% of projects like these to go without 

review, giving FEMA and the SHPO time to focus on the 5% that aren‘t beneath the PA‘s 

umbrella.
65

  Those projects that do not fit into the PA receive a specific memorandum of 

agreement (MOA) detailing the adverse effects to the resource.  Like the PA, signatories 

will include FEMA, SHPO/THPO, and ACHP.  Concurring parties can include the state 

emergency management agency, the applicant, or other interested parties such as a local 

historic preservation society.
66

 

The main purpose of section 110 of the NHPA is to mandate that Federal 

Agencies consider historic preservation in their planning, and requires them to use 

Section 106 review when a property may be adversely affection.  In section 110(j), 

however, under their control the Secretary of the Interior is given the right to waive all or 

parts of section 110 in the face of a natural disaster, or national security threat. 

Preservation can be involved at every level of government.  Preservation can also 

be a consideration at nearly every stage of an emergency, though it is only mandated if 

federal dollars are used.  It is up to local governments and states to make sure 

preservation is a consideration in emergency planning. Local preservationists and 
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operators of historic sites can and should have their own emergency plans.   At the local 

government level, building inspectors should be aware of any local ordinances or 

registers of recognized historic districts or individual resources.   They need to 

understand that these resources need to be dealt with differently.  Because lack of 

communication, misunderstandings, and a deficit in public education, many historic 

resources are in more grave danger due to human choices after disasters than the disasters 

themselves.
67

  The following chapters will present case studies examining how two cities 

utilized historic preservation during disasters, the challenges and the lessons learned.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Case Study: Montezuma 1994 Floods 

Brief History: 

 Montezuma, in Macon County, Georgia was incorporated in 1854 at the 

intersection of the ever expanding railroad line and the Flint River.  This prime location 

allowed Montezuma to grow and expand as a, ―…regional trade center for outlying areas 

and an interim market for outbound cotton via rail.‖
68

  After the Civil War, Samuel Henry 

Rumph developed the Elberta peach and refrigerated shipping methods allowing for 

widespread distribution of the fruit.  Thanks to this advancement and the quality of other 

crops, Montezuma experienced a population boom between the late 1880s and the 1920s.  

Montezuma has a long history of agriculture, morphing into the frozen foods business.  

As the years wore on, most people in Montezuma left agriculture behind. Today the 

majority of the residents are employed in retail.
69

  Historic preservation was not a main 

focus of the city.  The local historical society sought to purchase the historic train depot; 

though, they were unsuccessful in raising the funds.  Local residents and officials were 

not aware of the many funding opportunities available through the various state grants.
70
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Being situated adjacent to the Flint River and near many tributaries like Beaver 

Creek, the town is prone to flooding. There were major floods in 1902, 1929, and 1948 

(see Figure 5).   

 

 

 
Figure 5:  Historic image of the 1929 flood in Montezuma, Georgia.

71
 

 

 

The Army Core of Engineers (ACE) constructed a 29 foot levee in 1958 to help curtail 

the flood waters that had reached the business district in 1948.  It was built three feet 

higher than the record flooding of 26.3 feet in 1929.  The floods were minimal, and  there 

was no local flood preparedness program.  The only governmental preparedness official 

was at the county level.
72

  The levee was successful in limiting the floods until 1994
73

.   
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Disaster: 

 Tropical Storm Alberto made landfall on the Florida‘s panhandle near Fort 

Walton Beach, Florida on July 4, 1994.  The winds at that time clocked 65 miles per 

hour, and had done little damage as it made its way through the Caribbean and into the 

Gulf of Mexico.  The storm moved, north-northeastward; stalling over west Georgia, 

making a loop, before heading west and dissipating over Alabama 4 days later (See 

Figure 6).   

 
Figure 6:  Graphic of Tropical Storm Alberto‘s Path 

74
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 During that time, Alberto‘s rainfall had caused severe flooding covering a total of 

900,000 acres in Alabama, Florida, and Georgia.
75

 

 Rain had been falling all holiday weekend prior to Alberto‘s arrival and by July 

5
th
 Sheriff Charles Canton and his deputies alerted Macon County Emergency 

Management Director Gerald Abbott about impending danger to residents near Horse and 

Toteover Creek.  Heavy rain in the days prior caused dams to break, quickly bringing 

water to dangerously high levels.  The emergency workers and sheriff‘s deputies began 

going door to door warning rural residents and evacuating some to safety.  By 

Wednesday, July 6
th

 the rain continued unabated, causing the first signs of flooding in 

Montezuma.  Bear Creek overflowed its banks and the levee, flooding homes on Railroad 

Street and moving into downtown Montezuma.
76

  On the same day, Governor Zell Miller 

declared a state of disaster in Georgia.
77

   The merchants in the business district worked 

diligently to evacuate their stores of valuable merchandise before the waters of the Flint 

River rose to dangerous levels.   Law enforcement workers had to ask merchants to stay 

away from the area for their own safety.
78

  The rain did not cease.             

 Thursday July the 7
th

 brought about the worst for Montezuma.  By then, the 

downtown district was a, ―lake of muddy water‖ (see Figure 7).
79
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Figure 7:  Image of flooded Montezuma, GA.

80
 

 

 

More residents of riverside homes were evacuated.  There was a devastating fire at the 

Southern Frozen Food Plant, and residents lost their drinking water.  By Friday, the Flint 

had crested at an unheard of level; no exact measurement was available as the waters 

raged above the gage.  On Saturday July 8
th
, President Bill Clinton declared Macon 

County, and fifty-four other counties in Georgia, disaster areas.  The American Red 

Cross, the National Guard, the Mennonite Disaster Service MDS, and local churches 

were first on the scene with immediate aid to residents.
81

 

Recovery: 

 City manager, David Peaster, retired military, had experience in disaster 

management.
82

   He set up a local task force to assist affected residents and business 
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owners.  The task force was made up of residents not affected by the floods.  Caren 

Allgood (now Gibbs) was volunteered as chairperson of that task force.  She was a local 

business owner and president of the Montezuma historical society
83

  During the clean-up 

process representatives from SBA, FEMA, and GEMA were there offering low interest 

loans to the overwhelmed business owners.
84

   This task force was critical in assisting the 

overwhelmed disaster victims seek all available aid.
85

 

HPD pulled surveys, which were few and incomplete, and called the Regional 

Commission (RC).  Teams of people made up of representatives from the RCs, HPD, the 

Georgia Trust, and FEMA wet out to do damage assessment.  The teams tried talking to 

property owners, but the owners were very emotional, and the interviews were not 

productive.
86

  The Historic Preservation Division of Georgia‘s Department of Natural 

Resources established contact with preservationists in the southwest region as early as 

July 7
th

 and began compiling data on historic resources in the area.
87

  

 The town‘s leaders aggressively sought any funding sources to assist residents in 

the recovery and rebuilding process, though many of the privately owned commercial 

buildings were not eligible for the typical types of disaster aid.
88

  Downtown merchants 

sought aid from HPD to fill in the gaps left by the federal aid system, ―… over 40 of the 

57 buildings in the downtown area were determined eligible for grant assistance.‖
89

  HPD 
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granted a total of $598, 435 for façade rehabilitation and structural stabilization.
90

  Work 

on facade restoration started in August of 1996 and was completed in August 1997.
91

  

Spurred by the influx of recovery funds and inspired by preservation efforts, Montezuma 

took steps to legitimize historic preservation in their community.  The city began by 

enacting an ordinance, and working toward becoming a CLG.
92

  In October of 1998 the 

city became a full-fledged CLG;  ―…an Economic Development Authority/Community 

Development Block grant funded streetscape improvement plans for Montezuma to 

complement rehabilitation efforts.‖
93

  The Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation 

secured a $100,000 grant to develop long range plans for the city in terms of, ―economic 

development, heritage tourism, and downtown revitalization.‖
94

  Though Montezuma had 

no HPC before the flood, it adopted an ordinance and created a local historic district 

shortly after the flood. 

Most of these rehabilitation recovery efforts were focused on the downtown 

business district.  Several residential properties were affected, particularly those along 

Railroad Street.  FEMA sought a buyout of thirty-four properties for demolition.  FEMA 

determined that though many of these properties were National Register eligible, they 

needed to be razed as a matter of public safety.  Through the use of FEMA grants, and 

community development block grants (CDBG), two of these properties were relocated, 
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and the rest of the structures were razed, and the lands were turned over to the city.  They 

built a park in their stead.
95

   

Montezuma was proactive and accommodating to state and federal officials and 

had a lot of initiative.
96

  The city eventually hired Caren Gibbs as Flood Grant 

Coordinator.  She helped advance flood recovery and a component of that was historic 

preservation.  The city manager, David Peaster, was a good facilitator.  He leveraged 

attention from the floods for more assistance to the small town.   

The McKenzie Building: 

A good example of the ―typical‖ experience of an historic resource in Montezuma 

is the McKenzie building.  The original request for this building said this location was 

the, ―…former site of J. M. Brown warehouse on the corner of Cherry Street and West 

Brook Street.‖
97

  115 Cherry Street, as it is known today, is right off of the main avenue 

in Montezuma, Dooly Street.  It has housed several businesses in is life, from a bank 

when it was built in 1918 to a lumber company in the 1950s.  Since 1972, it has been 

owned by the McKenzie family and has housed  the McKenzie Insurance Agency.  The 

insurance agency kept the historic vault and counters used for the bank since its 

construction in 1918.  Today it also houses a local radio station in the upstairs offices (see 

figures 8-10).    

                                                
95 FEMA, Unpublished Information regarding Montezuma,1995. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 

request for documents, July 2011.  See Appendix C. 
96 Daryl Barksdale, interviewed by author via phone, Atlanta, GA, September 30, 2011. 
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Figure 8.  Historic image façade of 115 Cherry Street.
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 Montezuma Downtown Development Authority, Photographic Archives. 
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Figure 9:  Historic image of the facade on Cherry Street. 
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Figure 10:  Historic image façade of 115 Cherry Street and Current View 
100
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Wednesday morning, July 6th a flash flood started.   Mr. McKenzie walked the 

levee, and noticed the water was just 18 inches below top and storm grates were expelling 

water.  Concerned, he called the sheriff and was assured the levee would hold.  As a 

precaution, he and his staff moved all of the files and computers on top of the old banking 

counter (see figure 11).  Slurry ponds from up river started the surging that went down to 

Bear Creek, and the water went over the levee.  With his building and property secure, 

Mr. McKenzie dismissed his staff and began helping other businesses in the downtown 

(see figure 12).   

 

 

Figure 11:  Image of interior of 115 Cherry Street at 1950 bank opening.
101
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 Montezuma Downtown Development Authority, Photographic Archives. 
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Figure 12.  Photo of downtown  merchants assisting one another in initial flood 

evacuation.
102

   

 

As the water continued to rise, he realized his business was about to be 

completely flooded.  He was warned about returning to his building on three separate 

occasions, but went ahead to his offices to remove the files by boat.   Later that day he 

finally moved all of his business files to a family home on higher ground across from city 

hall. The water was extremely polluted. Water went from 4 feet deep in 115 Cherry Street 

to 9 ½ feet (See Figures 13-15).    

                                                
102

 Tommy MckKenzie personal archives. 
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Figure 13.  Aerial Image of flooded Montezuma.   McKenzie building circled in red.
103
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 Tommy MckKenzie personal archives. 
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Figure 14.  Aerial Image of flooded Montezuma.   McKenzie building circled in red.
104
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 Tommy MckKenzie personal archives. 
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Figure 15.  Aerial Image of flooded Montezuma.   McKenzie building circled in red.
105

 

 

Once the water receded, the clean-up began. A team of Menonite Disaster Relief 

workers showed up at his door and told him to gut his building and remove all of the 

plaster.  He said no three times to the same man and his crew of 11.  Finally after 

consulting an engineer, Mr. McKenzie decided to allow the highly skilled relief workers 

assist him in gutting the entire first floor of the building.  After working with the aid 

workers, McKenzie took his own crew to assist his neighbors in gutting their buildings.  

Busses of people came from Atlanta, untrained/unskilled workers, people from banks, 

everyone showed up to help.  However, many of the volunteers were more of burden than 

                                                
105

 Tommy MckKenzie personal archives. 
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a help, because they had no idea what to do.  During the , ―…Hot muggy, mud-pit of a 

July..‖  Mr. McKenzie helped many of his neighbors. 

After a month of running air conditioners, fans, and dehumidifiers in 115 Cherry 

Street, and checking the residual moisture in the bricks, Mr. McKenzie felt it was time to 

start rebuilding.  He got most of his rebuilding tools/materials from Mennonite Disaster 

Service.  They set up a warehouse in town where much of the donated building materials 

were allocated.  Four months later he moved back into offices.  Several people wanted to 

abandon downtown and move up to Walnut Street, but most recognized the historic value 

of downtown Montezuma and decided to rebuild.  The block grant did a total streetscape 

(see Figures 16) and rehabilitated the exterior of building.   

 

 

Figure 16.  Progress of downtown streetscaping project.  View from 115 Cherry Street.
106

 

 

Mr. McKenzie had to sign a waiver that he would not make any changes to façade for 5 

years.   Montezuma, had a, ―…brand new town.‖
107

  Currently the McKenzie building is 

in good condition with only a few apparent cosmetic updates needed (see Figure 17-19).   

                                                
106 Tommy MckKenzie personal archives. 
107 Entire McKenzie Building Section from  Tommy McKenzie, interviewed by author, Montezuma, GA, 

September 14, 2011. 
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Figure 17. Current state of McKenzie Building.  West elevation detail.
108
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 Photos by author, September 2011 
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Figure 18.  Current state of McKenzie building. Façade close up. 
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Figure 19.  Current state of 115 Cherry Street, the McKenzie Building.   
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Conclusion: 

  Communication and cooperation amongst agencies, the local government, and the 

people were effective.   A big meeting held at city hall shortly after the flooding 

demonstrated this.  Representatives from DCA, GEMA, FEMA, HPD, Georgia Trust, and 

Montezuma local officials gathered together for an informational meeting for residents.
109

  

However, residents were faced with a very real mess that required more than just 

information. 

As the waters began to recede Montezuma was faced with a massive clean-up.  

The first challenge to preservation was access to the resources. The nearly sixty buildings 

of their historic core sat under as much as fourteen feet of water for 5 days.  In a rush to 

regain control of their lives, property owners and well-meaning volunteers tore out many 

historic elements, such as plaster walls and wood floor boards.  They were unaware that 

these pieces could be salvaged.
110

  Cash flow for businesses was non-existent, in the case 

of Tommy McKenzie all of his collateral was under water.
111

  It is important to recognize 

the different needs of business owners during times of disaster.   

As a result of historic preservation efforts by the business owners, a whole new 

world of funding opened up for the city.  Montezuma started seeking other funds to help 

with restoration.  Through the Economic Development Administration they got a grant, 

and then used CDGB money as matching funds.  The railroad donated the historic depot 

and recieved two grants of $612,000 to rehabilitate the depot.  Montezuma implemented 

design guidelines, and now has an active HPC.  It sent  town representatives to Your 
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Town Seminars held by the University of Georgia.   It gave planning training to many 

small towns.   The flood and subsequent preservation efforts brought a town back to 

life.
112

 

One of the early challenges for Montezuma, and really, the entirety of Southwest 

Georgia was the lack of complete, accurate, and up-to-date surveys.  It hindered funding 

and took more time to identify historic resources because the locations were not 

documented. 

Montezuma also illustrates a common problem with disaster relief from  the 

government.  Many times small business owners and private property owners fall through 

the cracks of grant funding.  Historic preservation is a highly effective and beneficial way 

to close those funding shortfalls.  It allows monies to be used for various methods of 

rehabilitation and can be administered by the city itself in the form of block grants.   

 Today Montezuma‘s downtown buildings are continually preserved through 

efforts from the downtown development authority, facade easements held by the city, and 

the HPC .  Local festivals and businesses still bring people in to the downtown core.  In 

the fiscal year 2010, the city of Montezuma continues streetscape improvements and 

maintenance of their streetscape, by requesting appropriations through Congress.
113

 

The flooding of 1994 brought about several positive changes to Montezuma.  

When the disaster struck, the city manager created a task force of locals to help their 

neighbors. Networks were established to help people navigate the many funding 

opportunities available. The city manager also leveraged attention to bring in large grants 
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to the city through working with state and local officials.  Though these experiences were 

positive for the community, lack of proper technical assistance allowed for repairable 

historic material to be removed from buildings.  Furthermore, after the disaster and the 

rebirth of downtown, residents became complacent again.  Montezuma did not take the 

opportunity to involve local officials in continued disaster preparedness. Now that the 

flooding is a distant memory in the minds of residents and local officials, the community 

may once again be threatened by lack of planning for the disastrous consequences of 

another flood. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Case Study: Albany a city inundated 

Brief History: 

The land on which Albany sits originally belonged to the Creek Indians.  They 

were expelled in the early 1830s to make way for white expansion. Taking advantage of 

the newly available land, Merchant Nelson Tift founded Albany on the Flint River in 

October of 1836.
114

 In 1856, Albany was named county seat for Dougherty County, and 

by 1860 became a prime market for cotton.  This market boom was based in part because 

of its geographical position at the Flint River, and in part because of Tift‘s maneuverings 

to extend the railroad.  The majority of the people that lived in Albany during this period 

were enslaved African-Americans brought in to work on the cotton plantations in 

Dougherty County; this majority would last until the mid-twentieth century
115

  The town 

had rapid growth throughout antebellum period, but progress lagged during the Civil 

War.  This area of Georgia saw no direct fighting but suffered the general decline and 

neglect that faced much of the south during Reconstruction.
116

 Fires in the 1870 ravaged 

the downtown area, destroying much of the building stock from the antebellum period.
117

  

The twentieth century saw major changes for Albany.  ―In 1903 African 

American educator Joseph Winthrop Holley founded the Albany Bible and Manual 
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Training Institute, a private precollegiate school. Eventually the state took over the school 

and made it a two-year, and eventually a four-year, college. In 1996 it became Albany 

State University, one of the few historically black institutions in the University System of 

Georgia.‖
118

  Farmers in the region switched from cotton to more profitable crops.
119

 

The 1930s brought livestock to the area, and a meatpacking facility in 1936. 
120

 In 1940, a 

tornado hit the town and destroyed several blocks of commercial district rebuilt on Pine 

Avenue and Washington Streets.
121

  Until the 1940s the majority of the population were 

African Americans.  World War II brought two military airbases.  After the war many 

who trained at these bases came back to the area.  The influx of people into the area 

changed the demographics, and for the first time whites were the majority.
122

   

During the Civil Rights Movement the Albany chapter of the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 

Committee (SNCC) helped to strike oppressive Jim Crow Laws, and increased the 

number of African American registered voters.
123

Between 1960-1980 the white 

population plummeted to 8% but still held onto political power.
124

   

In the 1970s downtown began to deteriorate, and by the 1980s huge swaths of 

downtown Albany were razed for ―revitalization‖.
125

 ―1990s saw the beginning of a 

major downtown renovation with the creation of a Flint River Walk, designed to bring 
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Albanians back to downtown and to the river responsible for the city's founding.‖ 
126

In 

2004 a freshwater Riverquarium opened in a bid to attract visitors.  The main attraction in 

Albany, the river, is also its biggest threat.  Being adjacent to the Flint River, Albany is 

no stranger to floods; major floods hit Albany in 1841 and 1925.  But nothing in the 

city‘s past could prepare the residents for the 500 year floods of 1994.   

Disaster: 

 The same storm that hit Montezuma, Tropical Storm Alberto, devastated 

Albany in the summer of 1994.  Albany‘s Independence Day festivities were cancelled 

due to rain, and many people flocked to a chain barbecue restaurant to make up for the 

homemade barbecue they missed.  The Albany Herald warned of the impending tropical 

storm, the first of the season.  The only predisaster mitigation was a levee near Albany 

State University.
127

    

On July 7
th
, Dougherty County Administrator Alan Reddish, and other officials, 

were told that the river would crest at 37 feet, 17 feet above flood stage
128

.  14,000 

Albany residents were warned to evacuate.
129

   The evacuation was supposed to take 

place by 6pm.  Many residents were obstinate, and decided to stay.  When Reddish got a 

call at 2:30 in the morning about people being evacuated from rooftops, he knew Albany 

was in trouble, the river had surged to 41 feet.  The main thoroughfares into the city, the 

East-West bridges were closed.
130

  Emergency management personnel went door to door 

trying to evacuate people.  The Albany police were on all-terrain vehicles (ATVs), 
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assisting evacuees.  Hotels on higher grounds filled quickly. City and county work crews, 

troops from the Marine Corps Logistics Base, and volunteers began assembling sand bags 

at the Albany Civic Center; some were used for the facility and others were distributed 

out.
131

 

By July Friday 8
th

 President Bill Clinton declared Dougherty County a national 

disaster area.
132

The Albany Assistant City Manager put a call out for local volunteers, 

and hundreds of people stepped up.  The Flint River rose to 43.3 feet.
133

  ―Now a ‗caring 

army‘ was mobilizing Southwest Georgia: 275 DNR officials, 200 state troopers, 2800 

members of the Georgia Army and Air National Guard, hundreds of Marines, 16 aircraft, 

150 boats, 25 all-terrain vehicles, 278 wheeled vehicles, and 64 engineering vehicles‖
 134

 

The current of the Flint River moved so swiftly, caskets from the low lying cemeteries 

Oakview and Riverside began floating downstream (see Figure 20).
135
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Figure 20.  Coffins tethered to a tree to keep them from floating further downstream. 
136

   

 

By Saturday July 9
th

 16 shelters for flood evacuees were set up in Dougherty 

County
137

, Albany State College was awash, and the Water Gas and Light Commissioner 

reported that four substations were out and his command center was standing in 5 feet of 

water.
138

 Helicopters with heat recognition devices helped police prevent looters.
139

  At 

this point 24,200 people had been evacuated from the Flint River‘s rising waters.
140

  

Reports were coming in that Sunday July 10
th

 would bring an end to the Flint River‘s 

rising waters, but that point actually came on Monday July 11, at 7:15 AM, the highest 
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crest of the Flint hit Albany at 43.82 feet (see Figure 21).  It took two days before the 

water began to subside.
141

 

 

Figure 21.  Aerial view, Flooded downtown Albany.
142

 

 

Recovery: 

By Tuesday July 12
th
, FEMA opened a disaster assistance center, and when it 

opened a ―flood of humanity‖ swarmed the facility.  Over 1000 people came to begin the 

process of applying for aid.
143

  By July 19
th

 the Flint River finally dropped below flood 
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stage.
144

   The damage was terrible.  In Dougherty County alone, estimates projected a 

loss of 500 million dollars in public utilities
145

. 14,500 acres of land was submerged.
146

   

156 sinkholes appeared in Albany.
147

 9,200 Albany residents were hit by the flood, 2,000 

low income homes were destroyed, it is estimated that 9% of Albany residents were left 

homeless by the flood.
148

   

The days during and following the disaster, marines from a nearby base came in 

five-man teams to help people strip and clean homes and to help organize the 

―tremendous amounts‖ of donations.
149

  The GBI used an empty marine warehouse to 

help identify the dozens of bodies that were separated from their caskets.
150

   Cemeteries 

were fixed quickly in comparison with the rest of the city. The city manager acted as a 

great communicator and handled the position well in dealing with the publicity.
151

   

 Immediately following the disaster building officials worked to get people back 

in their homes, issue the necessary permits for rebuilding, and worked to determine the 

extent of damage to some homes for the FEMA buyout program.  Politicians focused on 

returning people to normal as quickly as possible.  Building officials worked fifteen hour 

days, seven days a week for several months following the flooding of 1994.
152

  Senior 

building official Tracy Hester broke down the recovery phase in Albany into three steps.  

Step one, the first year and a half following the flood nothing large scale was 

implemented.  Building officials worked to get people back into their normal lives.  Step 
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two, a flood of money came in with requirements from the state and federal government 

to do research, and lastly they started implementing research findings, and arrived at a 

plan.
153

 

Research is inconclusive as to how many buildings were razed, but large portions 

of downtown Albany were wiped out, mainly in low income neighborhoods and housing 

projects (see Figure 22).   Four schools in these low income areas were moved out of the 

flood plain as mandated by FEMA.  There was strong opposition in the community to do 

this; these schools anchored the surrounding neighborhoods.  Federal regulations, 

however, prevented these schools and any public facility to be reconstructed on a known 

flood plain.  People were relocated to safer areas, but neighborhoods were destroyed.    

Many of the demolished buildings were in poor repair at the onset of the flood, and the 

disaster damage just exacerbated existing problems.
154
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Figure 22.  Dilapidated house after flood damage.
155

   

 

Tift Warehouse: 

 This theme of long recovery implementation and disasters compounding existing 

problems is consistent throughout Albany.  The Tift Warehouse is one of Albany‘s oldest 

buildings.  Built as the original train depot in 1858 by city founder Nelson Tift, its 

construction guaranteed the extension of the rail line to Albany, and contributed to 

Albany‘s status as a hub of commerce and trade in southwest Georgia. 
156

  As rail traffic 

to Albany began to grow, the building‘s original grading began to shift, because of the 
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new adjoining tracks, the depot sat in a depression, causing water to pool at its base.
157

   

In 1910 a larger more substantial depot was built a few hundred yards from this original.  

In 1913 the original depot was leased to the Tift and Peed Wholesale Grocery Company, 

later just Tift Grocery, as a warehouse.  It served as a warehouse for the grocery company 

until 1959.  For several years after that it was rented to the Crosby Hodges Milling 

Company as a warehouse.
158

  In 1979 it was bought by the Thronateeska Heritage 

Foundation with plans to rehabilitate the space.   The old depot served as storage for the 

Heritage Foundation for over a decade. 
159

 They simply lacked the funds to change its 

condition or rehabilitate as originally planned. 

When the flood hit in 1994, there was no catastrophic damage to the building.  

The basement level flooded up to the floorboards of the main level.   Standing water had 

inundated the building and sat for over two weeks.  What was a bad foundation issue was 

made worse by the flood.  After nearly one hundred years the improper grading had taken 

its toll to the soft fired, clay bricks and limestone mortar.  The foundation was crumbling, 

and the flood compounded this rising damp issue. 

Nothing was done to salvage the building at that time.  Again the funds were not 

there for the building or the Heritage Foundation.  In 2002, the new executive director 

commissioned an engineering firm to examine the building.    In their Structural 

Conditions Report, Fletcher Engineering found both rot and termite damage in the 

interior floor structure and severe deterioration in the bricks in the lower two-six feet of 

                                                
157 Tommy Greggors, interview with author, Albany, Georgia September 13, 2011. 
158 Eric D. Montgomery, 1978 National Register of Historic Places - Nomination Form, Albany Railrroad 

DepotHistoric District, Manuscript on file, Historic Preservation Division of Georgia Department of 

Natural Resources, Atlanta: 6. 
159

 Ibid. 
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the building.  A new report by the Coastal Heritage Society concurred with the 2002 

assessment and surmised further damage is inevitable unless immediate action is taken.
160

   

The first efforts to save this building were made by the volunteer board of 

directors, but there was still not enough momentum to gain the capital to fully restore it.  

Tommy Greggors, executive Director of the Thronateeska Heritage Center, tried 

unsuccessfully to put a referendum on the 2004 SPLOST
161

, but the project was cut in the 

end.  He tried again with the SPLOST 6 referendum in 2010.  This time he got a bare 

bones amount of $500,000 for basic stabilization.  Mr. Greggors hopes that this money 

will be the spark for private investment.
162

   

Conclusion:  

Several local initiatives developed in the recovery period, and are still in use 

today: local CERT teams, Albany-Dougherty search and rescue group, and a local 

emergency management committee.    Prior to the flood, aid from neighboring counties 

was given based on personal relationships, now there is a 23 county mutual aid 

agreement in place spearheaded by the regional GEMA office
163

.  The county emergency 

offices now have a close working relationship with the Red Cross.  Currently, all local 

officials are cross trained in emergency management, but preservationists are not 

included.   Albany has Local Emergency Operations Plan, based on the NIMS system.  

Given a template by GEMA, it mimics federal and state response protocol.
164

  According 

to the Mr. Vaught, the best option for historic sites in Albany is to develop an individual 

disaster and emergency plan.   

                                                
160 Coastal Heritage Society, Tift Warehouse-Albany, Georgia: Stabilization Report, August 2011.   
161 SPLOST, or Special Purpose Local Option Sales Tax, is a voter-approved, one-percent sales tax. 
162 Tommy Greggors, interview with author, Albany, Georgia September 13, 2011. 
163 Jim Vaught, interview with the author, Albany, GA, August 10, 2011. 
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Several comprehensive plans were made following the flooding.  In 1995 the City 

of Albany commissioned William-Russell and Johnson, Incorporated Team to create a 

recovery plan.  It is an eight chapter document that breaks the city down by 

neighborhoods and discusses specific rebuilding and recovery efforts.  In 1996, Peter 

Drey developed the Albany Downtown Riverfront Master Plan.  Many of the 

developments suggested in that plan have not been implemented in the 15 years since the 

plan was developed.  A tax allocation district (TAD)
165

 was developed in 2008 to finally 

implement many facets of that 15 year-old-plan.  The city developed a comprehensive 

plan in 2000, incorporating bits and pieces of these previous plans, but still no major 

projects. Prior to the flood there was no unified disaster management plan.  The first 

disaster mitigation plan was approved by GEMA and FEMA in 2004/2005.  Now in order 

to qualify for grant monies, communities must have an approved plan in place.  This plan 

does not contain detailed information about historic resources during disaster situations.  

Like the higher level plans it simply assigns the function to a body government all 

natural, cultural, and historic resources.   

 The biggest obstacle facing preservationists in Albany after the flood is the same 

problem that faced them before the flood: a lack of community buy-in and investment.  

The downtown area had been deteriorating since the 1970s, and ―revitalization‖ efforts in 

the mid-1980s destroyed several historic resources.  People were not invested in historic 

preservation before the flood, and the lack of interest was exacerbated by the destruction 

after the floods.  Although there was no active HPC at the time of the flood, though there 

                                                
165 Bleakly Advisory Group, ―Redevelopment Plan for Albany Tax Allocation District #1: Albany 

Riverfront and Gateway TAD,‖ City of Albany, 2008, 

http://www.albany.ga.us/filestorage/1798/2875/18453/Albany_Riverfront_and_Gateway_TAD_Redevelop

ment_Plan_09_29_08.pdf [accessed June 13, 2011]. 

http://www.albany.ga.us/filestorage/1798/2875/18453/Albany_Riverfront_and_Gateway_TAD_Redevelopment_Plan_09_29_08.pdf
http://www.albany.ga.us/filestorage/1798/2875/18453/Albany_Riverfront_and_Gateway_TAD_Redevelopment_Plan_09_29_08.pdf
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was a historic preservation ordinance in place. However, it was unknown to many 

residents and not enforced.  The HPD gave $136,737 in grant money to Albany compared 

to the $641,935 Montezuma received.  Montezuma also received $100,000 from the 

Woodruff foundation, bringing its aid total to $741,935.  $57,000 of the HPD grant 

money that went to the Albany area helped to repair the Radium Springs Casino, outside 

of the main downtown area.  Unlike Montezuma, there was not a strong core of 

downtown merchants and building owners working to get these grants.   

 Disasters amplify issues that already exist both socially and physically.  In Albany 

many low income areas were already disenfranchised before the flood.  These areas were 

disproportionately affected due to their location, and federal funds were used to relocate 

many of these displaced people.
166

  It also happens structurally, as with the Tift 

warehouse.  An ongoing maintenance issue is magnified by flooding.  The recovery 

process in Albany is still ongoing.  Many plans from that post disaster period have yet to 

be realized.  This makes it hard to judge and analyze data when the ―process‖ of  

recovery is still ongoing. 

Thousands of structures were damaged or completely destroyed by the 1994 floods.  

Unfortunately, many historic cities are, like Albany, built along rivers, in flood plains.  

Many of our nation‘s most prized historic resources are in danger.  The other main issue 

facing Albany, is faced by many cities, is it wise to rebuild after a flood?  Preservationists 

are face with the question of whether it is ethical to insist on rehabilitating a structure that 

is in constant danger of damage?  And if rehabilitation is chosen, does the resource 

maintain historical integrity if modern mitigation features are used?  Many structures 

                                                
166 Williams-Russell & Johnson, Inc. Team, Flood Recovery Plan: City of Albany Georgia, Albany 

Georgia: August 1995, 54 
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were torn down after the flood in Albany, some of them historic, many of them in low 

income areas.  So is it worth the fight of preservationists to keep these endangered 

resources when they are too dangerous to live in?   Is it feasible or wise to preserve 

buildings in threatened areas?  These questions have no right or wrong answer.  They 

need to be applied to each specific case, and each specific disaster.    

Additionally, several plans were created following the disaster of 1994, though 

many of the ideas and solutions in those plans never came into reality.  Planning is an 

important tool in recovery efforts (also in mitigation and preparedness efforts).  However 

those plans are ineffective without clear and concise work programs.  It is necessary to 

assign a task, its completion date, and anticipated sources of funding.    

The flooding of 1994 exacerbated long standing issues in Albany.  Historic 

buildings like the Tift warehouse, and many residential structures were in major disrepair 

prior to the natural disaster.  The subsequent flooding simply made a bad problem worse.  

Lack of financial support- both prior to and after the disaster - and a paucity of 

community will will lead to loss and damage to historic resources.  However, a positive 

outcome of the experience were new planning initiatives to better prepare for the future.  

Today Albany city employees are trained in emergency management principles, creating 

a large task force of people trained to respond to emergency situations.    
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Conclusion  

Summation: 

 Mileti defines natural disasters as a part of a cycle between the environment, the 

community, and the built environment.
167

  This definition accounts for not only the 

natural environment, but also the environment that people build for themselves.  This 

dynamic, during the best of times, is strained by developmental pressures, political issues, 

private property rights et cetera.  The built environment is a complex web of old and new, 

regulations and zoning, and private vs. public rights.  This section will recap the 

conclusions made in each previous case study and compare and contrast the experiences 

of the two cities.   

 The first issue raised in both Montezuma and Albany was the lack of 

comprehensive survey information at the time of the disaster.  The first duty of the SHPO 

is to survey the resources of the state.  It is made glaringly obvious after a natural disaster 

if a state has failed to maintain a comprehensive survey.  Other agencies, such as FEMA 

or GEMA, depend upon state offices to relay data.  The state of Georgia was able to lean 

on it RCs and local historic groups to assess data, but not having a complete survey at the 

state level delays communication between agencies.  Every year new resources reach the 

50 year milestone, it is imperative that all states make survey a priority in their SHPO 

                                                
167 Dennis Mileti, Disasters by Design: A Reassessment of Natural Hazards in the United States 

(Washington, D.C.: Joseph Henry Press, 1999), 3.  
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offices.  The second component of this is how the data is collected.  In the 21
st
 century 

paper survey forms are simply outdated and impractical.  In the 1990s GIS was in its 

infancy, now most municipalities and regional commissions have a person responsible to 

maintain GIS data.  Preservationists, at all levels of government, must be aware of the 

benefits that GIS tracking of cultural resource information can provide.  In instances of 

emergency, when speed of delivery is crucial, GIS information can be shared in a matter 

of minutes; saving time and resources.  

 With the level and extent of the damage, HPD worked quickly with the National 

Park Service, The National Trust for Historic Preservation and the Advisory Council for 

Historic Preservation to secure funding.  The HPD used model PAs developed by the 

Iowa SHPO from the 1993 Midwest floods.  This allowed for streamlined communication 

between agencies‘ at the state level, which allowed Montezuma to quickly begin its 

recovery process.  The state received over $2 million in aid specific for preservation.  The 

response from the region was so overwhelming that they had to have two rounds of 

applications.  The glut of applications required HPD to dedicate a person in the office 

specifically for disaster work.  By providing resources quickly and efficiently with local 

representatives, HPD was able to make historic preservation a viable recovery option for 

owners.  The population size of Albany could make it harder to replicate a Montezuma 

model of local coordination.  Though, if the city could be subdivided into smaller 

neighborhoods, each with their own liaisons/task forces, efficiency could be increased.   

 One of the biggest challenges to preservation are those eager to fix what was 

wrong.  Often times, owners/stewards of historic buildings want to regain normality as 

soon as possible after a disaster.  Unfortunately many historic materials require time and 
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patience to fix.  Plaster is fixable if allowed to air out and dry thoroughly; as are wood 

floors, and masonry; though, in their rush many are quick to forgo these steps in place of 

quicker alternatives.  This problem has a two-fold solution.  The first is quick technical 

assistance from local preservation groups, and where none exist, the state preservation 

office needs to make sure it can rise to the challenge of providing quick, accurate, and 

useful technical assistance.  The second step is educating the public prior to a disaster.  

This may not seem feasible, but it can be if the training is targeted.  Certain areas are 

prone to certain disaster events.  People in Montezuma and Albany are likely to get 

floods.  People along the coast are likely to experience hurricanes.  A priority of any 

preservation group should be to determine what types of disasters may occur, by 

completing a hazards assessment.  Once the types of disasters are determined, the group 

should work towards educating stewards of historic resources on the challenges they will 

face.  Many people live in denial about the dangers they face.  It is up to preservationists 

to train and educate the public on all matters concerning historic preservation.  

 A detrimental issue facing historic preservation after a natural disaster is absence 

of community support and/or political will.  In Albany, the lack of enforcement of their 

existing ordinance and the deterioration of downtown illustrated a lack of respect for their 

historic resources.  If the people are not interested in saving their historic and cultural 

resources on an average day, it will be even more difficult to convince them during the 

stressed conditions of a natural disaster.  In order for preservation to be a truly effective 

recovery tool, the locals must support the effort.  They must want their resources saved.  

Preservation can fill in that gap.  It is the job of the preservationist to be an advocate for 

resources.  If the locals are not behind a preservation project, like the low interest in the 
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Tift warehouse, the building or structure could fall in into disuse, and become as 

neglected as it was prior to a disaster.   However, if a community has a strong 

preservation ethic prior to a disaster, they will be more receptive to the benefits of 

preservation after a natural disaster.  The people in Montezuma saw not only the 

community building benefits of historic preservation, but also the monetary benefits. 

Preservation has the opportunity to fill in the gaps left by traditional disaster funding. 

 Albany is now well prepared for another disaster.  Several local initiatives 

developed in the recovery period, and are still in use today: local CERT teams, Albany-

Dougherty search and rescue group, and a local emergency management committee.  

Unfortunately preservationists are not actively engaging themselves with these groups.  

Preservationists must become proactive in joining disaster preparedness groups, and 

asking to attend emergency management training.  In Montezuma, no such groups exist.  

With the ―completion ―of the recovery process, the city has become naïve to the 

possibility of another disaster.  It is important to the safety of these resources that it 

remain vigilant.    

 Several comprehensive plans were made following the flooding in Albany, 

Georgia.  It is important that plans have clear goals and work programs for 

implementation purposes.  The plans should be broken up in terms of projects for short 

term, mid-range, and long term objectives; with enumerated and quantifiable goals.  

When plans do not contain a mixture of objectives and projects, they can be seen as too 

lofty or costly to implement, and not be taken on by the city.  One good plan is better 

than several incomplete plans. 
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 Though the scope of this work is very narrow, the issues it raises concerning 

historic preservation can be broadly applied to most natural disasters and most areas of 

the United States.  Since the inclusion of FEMA into the Department of Homeland 

Security, and the federally incentivized planning process (no plan, no money), disaster 

management has become, on a very base level, a one size fits all approach.  Though many 

states go beyond the requirements and focus on disasters that they face most, the basic 

requirements are the same nationally.  

 Unfortunately, historic preservation is still viewed as a hindrance by many at the 

federal level; ―…after a disaster these resources‘ special status as designated landmarks 

may complicate recovery efforts.‖
168

  The best way to make federal officials change their 

attitude toward preservation during times of disaster is to change their attitude toward 

preservation overall.  Preservation continues to struggle to be recognized as a needed 

element in the planning processes at all levels of government.  In addition to the well-

documented intangible values that link preservation to a community‘s sense of place, 

preservation continually generates capital and jobs.  It is imperative that the federal 

government sees the financial incentive that historic preservation can offer both before 

and after a disaster.  Only then will preservation stop being seen as a ―hindrance‖ to 

progress. 

Recommendations for Federal, State, and Local Government:  

The following recommendations would substantially improve the inclusion and 

effectiveness of historic preservation in the preparedness, mitigation, response, and 

                                                
168 Federal Emergency Management Agency, Integrating Historic Property and cultural Resource 

Considerations Into Hazard Mitigation Planning: A State and Local How-To Guide, FEMA 386-6 

(Washington, D.C.: FEMA May 2005), http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1892 (accessed 

August 2010), iii. 
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recovery after a natural disaster.  Of the several recommendations outlined in the matrix, 

a few are critical to the success of historic preservation‘s integration into emergency 

management procedures.  The highest priority recommendation is for a complete and 

accurate survey.  It is imperative that local, state, and federal agencies have quick and 

reliable access to location of valuable historic resources.  This need not be done by 

overburdened local planning and preservation offices.  There is a unique opportunity to 

mobilize local residents to complete these surveys.  Residents in historic and genealogical 

societies already have a vested interest into local history and are invaluable resources.  

The second highest priority recommendation is creating a standing PA between SHPO 

and other state and federal agencies.  This along with the inventory can hasten response 

time to a disaster and therefore save historic resources.  Lastly, ACHP should join forces 

with FEMA to create curriculum for emergency management students and historic 

preservation students.  If we can educate future emergency managers in the special 

treatment of historic resources, and train preservationists in the basics of emergency 

management, we can change common misconceptions in both fields.   

The sections are broken down in the accompanying matrix (Table 1), and are 

expounded upon in the following sections.  These recommendations are based on 

research and deficits uncovered through the case studies. 

Federal: 

In terms of preparedness, FEMA should create a dedicated pool of resources for 

the protection of historic properties.  All historic properties on or eligible for the National 

Register should be eligible for this disaster funding.  FEMA should join forces with the 

ACHP to create a curriculum for both preservationists and emergency management 
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personnel so that integration of preservation and emergency management are taught at the 

most basic level.  Congress should also fully and permanently fund the Historic 

Preservation Fund.  This would allow for more people to obtain grants for their historic 

properties, decreasing deterioration and neglect, such as with the Tift warehouse in 

Albany.  If a building is better cared for at the time of a disaster, it will cost less money to 

rehabilitate in the future. 

State: 

In 1993 the Midwest suffered severe flooding.  The state SHPOs created PAs with 

federal agencies, particularly FEMA.  During the disaster of 1994 Georgia HPD modeled 

their PAs after these agreements. The PA was specific to the Tropical Storm Alberto 

disaster.   According to the current environmental review coordinator with HPD, after 

hurricane Katrina, FEMA entered into standing PAs with Mississippi, Alabama, and 

Florida.  Georgia has yet to negotiate a standing PA with FEMA.  During a disaster, it is 

important to move quickly.  A standing PA would allow for negotiations prior to a 

disaster when there is more time to think about and work through issues.  It would also 

create a dialogue between agencies and create partnerships prior to a disaster event.   

 Historic structures surveys should be digitally captured within a GIS database and the 

SHPO should act as a repository for these digital surveys, so that they might create a 

clear picture of the state‘s resources.   

States must strive to integrate best preservation practices into all levels of land-

use and emergency planning.  Once preservation is entwined with other regulations, it 

may seem like less of a hindrance to a speedy recovery.  It should be a CLG requirement 

to create an emergency plan specifically for historic resources within its jurisdiction. 
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SEMAs should create a task force for representatives from affected cities, including 

preservationists to liaise with during times of disaster.  That way information can go 

directly to appropriate people .  SHPOs and SEMAs  should maintain records as to the 

success of their grant recipients.  They should track building values, business 

retention/turn over, jobs creation, business types, and local comparison prices.  This 

would not only quantify the actual value of historic preservation, it could assist them in 

determining eligibility of grants. 

The most effective tools for preservation are at the local level, but changes at 

higher levels could also have an impact.  All disaster legislation, both state and federal, 

should include caveats for historic resources.  Historic resources exist in every state, and 

though the typology varies according to location, there are a few common needs that 

could save resources from future disasters:  It should be required to obtain a historic 

resources map/inventory for the affected area; it should be required that SHPOs create an 

emergency plan for the historic resources; and it should be required that the federal 

government provide special grants specifically to residential historic resources.  On the 

other side, all preservation legislation needs to include disaster planning.   

Local: 

 Historic preservation commissions (HPCs) need to be active in creating disaster 

mitigation plans for historic structures.  If an HPC does not exist at a local historic 

preservation group or nonprofit can manage most aspects of this role.  HPCs are the front 

line of preservation at the local level and have a direct connection with the state and 

federal level preservation partners.  They would be ideal resources to get the proper 

technical assistance to create these plans.  The HPC chair and/or other preservation 
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professionals should be a designated point of contact in the local chain of command for 

disaster response.  It is important in disaster response for clear leadership.  If other 

agencies within local government had just one main point of contact during a natural 

disaster it would simplify the process of relaying data. 

HPCs should educate building inspectors/code officials prior to disasters on 

proper treatment of historic resources.  The HPC should also encourage owners to know 

the proper treatment of historic resources during a natural disaster.  They should discuss 

the unique features of historic structures and the particular complications that arise.  

HPCs should also perform a hazards survey to better understand what hazards resources 

in their jurisdiction face.  HPCs and or local historic preservation groups need to create a 

hierarchy of important resources so that funds can be directed to the most important of 

resources.  Local preservationists need to also be trained like other public officials. 

Communities should undertake detailed surveys of historic resources regularly as 

a part of mitigation planning including significant landscape features Historic structures 

should be identified on critical facilities inventory of local mitigation plans along with 

schools, hospitals, telecommunications et cetera. 

Preservationists must strive to integrate best preservation practices into all levels 

of land-use and emergency planning.  Once preservation is entwined with other 

regulations, it may seem like less of a hindrance to a speedy recovery.  Local city 

managers and mayors should create task forces of locals to assist residents, giving 

overwhelmed victims a one stop shop for aid. A local preservation expert, or someone 

knowledgeable about historic resources, should be on those forces.   
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Local development authorities, city managers or mayors should maintain records 

as to the success of their grant recipients.  They should track building value, business 

retention/turn over, jobs creation, business types, local comparison prices.  This would 

not only quantify the actual value of historic preservation, it could assist them in 

determining eligibility of grants.  

If a community does not have an HPC, local preservation groups can take up 

many of the responsibilities of commissions.  They can supply survey information and act 

as a liaison to the state when determining the extent damages to historic resources.  They 

can also act as a conduit for technical assistance to property owners.  Though it is critical 

they have a plan.  It is the job of a historic preservationist to act as representative of the 

historic resources, to speak for objects that cannot speak for themselves.  Preservationists 

should act as an advocate for the resources at all times, but particularly during times of 

disaster.  It is up to the preservationists to demand a seat at the table; larger agencies will 

not send an invitation. There needs to be a collective push from the preservation 

community to be involved in larger policy making decisions.  But even more than at a 

policy level, preservation is grass roots.  It does not work if people do not care.   

Preservationists need to continue to communicate the need for maintaining historic 

resources. They offer a tangible record of our past, and help guide a community‘s future. 

Recommendations for Stewards of Historic Sites and Private Citizens 

 Individual preservationists must strive to integrate best preservation practices into 

all levels of government and keep preservation issues in the public arena.  Once 

preservation is entwined with other regulations, it may seem like less of a hindrance to a 

speedy recovery.  If a residence is a historic home the owners must be aware of special 
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disaster precautions to avoid doing irreparable damage to the building.  The owner should 

seek the advice of a preservation engineer/architect when making repairs to avoid lasting 

damage to historical integrity and material integrity of your resource.  A historic building 

owner or steward of a historic site should also seek out creative ways of disaster-proofing 

your structure.  There are many opportunities for regular structures to disaster proof 

themselves, but historic building owners must be creative in their preparedness measures.  

Be in contact with local preservation groups/HPCs/SHPOs to seek aid and advice.   

 Every historic structure should have an emergency plan in case a disaster strikes.  

Many historic sites are not only valuable in and of themselves, but many act as 

repositories for antiques, archives, and artifacts.  Disasters strike quickly, it is important 

to know what to do in such a stressful situation.  Lastly, individuals and stewards should 

educate themselves about local rules, regulations, and aid for historic resources.  In 

disaster situations many things are happening at one time, and many offers of aid will be 

made.  It is important to have an understanding prior to a disaster, as to the types of 

resources available for the structure. Ensuring the site can benefit the most. 

Montezuma and Albany can learn from each other‘s mistakes, and capitalize on 

each other‘s successes.  Today Montezuma could work to train city employees in basic 

emergency management techniques creating a large group of skilled responders, 

including members of the HPC.  Albany could work to mobilize citizens prior to a 

disaster by creating neighborhood task forces.  Though Albany is much larger than 

Montezuma, it could use the neighbors helping neighbors model used in Montezuma by 

breaking down the city into different neighborhoods. 
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Unfortunately, the catalyst for most mitigation and preparedness projects is a 

natural disaster.  It is not until a threat is realized that many people understand the need 

for these measures. These recommendations, and any preparedness or disaster mitigation 

measures, can and should be implemented well before a disaster strikes.  Many agencies 

could easily include historic preservation disaster mitigation and preparedness measures 

into plans and work programs.  SHPO, EPA, State Environmental Protection Agencies, 

and Regional Commissions could work to address broad disaster issues.  After the 

Tropical Storm Alberto disaster, the Georgia SHPO created reports and plans, and began 

working on a standing PA with FEMA.  As the corporate memory shifted when people 

retired or left the office, the urgency to continue disaster preparedness work faded.  It is 

important that emergency management principles be thoroughly integrated in the systems 

of an organization, to prevent the inevitable complacency that occurs as a disaster event 

passes out of memory.  It ultimately should fall on individual preservationists to be the 

catalyst for these recommendations.  Bureaucracy moves slowly when implementing 

change.  Preservation has always been a grass roots initiative, and it will take that same 

drive to see these recommendations, or any changes implemented. 

Future Research 

 There are many avenues regarding the relationship between historic preservation 

and natural disasters to pursue for further research.  A survey of county/state emergency 

managers could be done to gauge the feelings toward historic preservation.  One may also 

pursue other types of disaster to see if the treatment of historic preservation is different 

after fires, tornadoes, or earthquakes.  Another interesting topic would be to study the 

possibilities GIS databases offer to historic preservation.   
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 The initial scope of this thesis was to quantify historic preservation as a recovery 

tool to prove its effectiveness.  Unfortunately, micro level data is not kept on 

communities receiving disaster aid, or historic preservation aid through N.P.S.  And the 

chosen disaster event for this thesis was prior to the widespread usage of computers for 

records management.  Further research should be made into other ways to quantify 

preservation to categorically prove its usefulness.   For a larger paper, one could study 

several cities in different state or perhaps countries and different disaster types, to prove 

beyond a doubt that the problems and issues regarding historic preservation are universal.   
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Table 1.  Matrix of roles and recommendations for various groups involved in disasters. 

 

Organization/ 

Group 

Role in disaster 

and mandated 

preservation 

concerns 

Recommended 

Historic 

Preservation 

Responsibility 

On what level 

does initiation 

for 

recommendati

on occur? 

Where this 

fits into the 

disaster life 

cycle. 

Private 

citizen/Stewards 

of Historic Sites 

Follow all 

directions from 
safety and 

emergency 

personnel 

If a residence is a 

historic home, be 
aware of special 

disaster 

precautions 

Local Preparedness 

 

Follow any and all 

evacuation orders 

Seek the advice 

of a preservation 

engineer/architect 
when making 

repair 

Local Recovery 

 

Prepare residence 
for disaster 

Contact local 

preservation 
group/HPS/SHP

O to seek aid 

Local Recovery 

 

Prepare emergency 
supply kit 

Seek out creative 

ways of disaster-
proofing your 

structure 

Local Preparedness 

  

Educate yourself 

about local rules 
regulations, and 

aid 

Local Preparedness 

  

Maintain historic 

resource in good 

condition prior to 

disaster 

Local Preparedness 

Fire and Police First response 
Be aware of local 

historic resources 
Local Mitigation 
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Evacuation 

Provide 
protection to 

prevent looting of 

historic materials 

Local Response 

 
Search and rescue 

   

 

Maintaining law 
and order  

  

  

Local 

Preservation 

Groups 

Provide local/state 

government with 

survey information 
and data about local 

resources 

Prepare a disaster 
plan for most 

valued historic 

resources  
Designate a point 

of contact for 

disaster manager 

Local Preparedness 

 

Act as advocate for 

historic resources 

Educate local 
building 

inspectors on 

proper treatment 

of historic 
resources 

Local Mitigation 

  

Provide technical 

assistance to local 

officials/citizens 
in the recovery 

process 

Local Recovery 

  

Undertake 

detailed surveys 

of historic 
resources 

regularly 

Local Preparedness 

HPCs 

Provide local/state 
government with 

survey information 

and data about local 
resources 

Prepare a disaster 

plan for most 
valued historic 

resources  

Designate a point 
of contact for 

disaster manager 

Local Preparedness 
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Act as advocate for 
historic resources 

officials/citizens in 

the recovery 
process 

Educate local 

building 

inspectors on 
proper treatment 

of historic 

resources 

Local Mitigation 

  
Provide technical 
assistance to local 

Local Response 

  

Perform a 

hazards survey to 

better understand 
what hazards 

resources in their 

jurisdiction face 

Local Mitigation 

  

Designated point 

of contact in the 

local chain of 

command for 
disaster response 

Local Response 

  

Undertake 

detailed surveys 
of historic 

resources 

regularly 

Local Preparedness 

Local 

Emergency 

Manager 

Create emergency 

plan 

Include historic 

preservationist on 

emergency task 
force 

Local Recovery 

 

Create task force to 

include all state 

holders 

Include 
provisions for 

historic resources 

in emergency 

plan 

Local Mitigation 

 
Implement Plan 

Train city 

employees in 
emergency 

management 

principles and 
response 

protocol. 

Local Preparedness 

 

Coordinate 

relief/recovery 

actions 

Create clear and 
concise disaster 

preparedness 

recovery plans. 

Local Recovery 
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Local Planners Create master plan 

Include historic 

preservation in 

master plan 

Local Preparedness 

 

Ensure recovery 

efforts align with 

overall goals 

Include 

emergency 
management in 

master plan 

Local Preparedness 

  

maintain records 

as to the success 
of their grant 

recipients 

Local Recovery 

  

Create clear and 

concise disaster 

preparedness 
recovery plans. 

Local Recovery 

Building Code 

Inspectors 

Survey property 
after disaster 

Be aware of local 
historic resources 

Local Mitigation 

 

Determine 

habitability 

Know technical 
structural issues 

involving said 

resources 

Local Response 

City Manager/ 

Mayor 

Act as coordinator 

of information/ 
services 

Create task force 

of locals to assist 
residents 

Local Response 

 

Ensure that disaster 
plan is running 

smoothly 
   

 
Act as lead 

   

 

Collect information 

from affected area    

Statewide 

Preservation 

Non-Profit 

Provide information 

and training assist 

in local government 
certification 

Ensure historic 

preservation is 
considered at all 

levels of planning 

and development 

State Mitigation 
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Coordinate aid for 

historic resources. 

SHPOs should 

maintain records 

as to the success 
of their grant 

recipients 

State Recovery 

 

Assist SHPO with 

any duties    

 

Secure grants from 

nongovernmental 

sources for 

assistance 

   

SHPO 

Provide information 
and training assist 

in local government 

certification 

Ensure historic 

preservation is 

considered at all 
levels of planning 

and development 

State Mitigation 

 

Coordinate aid for 

historic resources. 

SHPOs should 

maintain records 
as to the success 

of their grant 

recipients 

State Recovery 

 

Maintain, keep, and 
pursue accurate 

surveys. 

Require that 
CLGs prepare a 

disaster plan. 

State Preparedness 

SEMA (State 

Emergency 

Management 

Agency) 

Prepare statewide 
emergency plan  

Implement 

Emergency plan 

Ensure historic 

preservation is 
considered at all 

levels of disaster 

planning and 
mitigation. 

State Mitigation 

 

Coordinate 
resources with other 

states and/or the 

federal government 

Create and 

maintain a 

standing PA with 
state agencies, 

especially SHPO 

State Preparedness 

 

Engage 

SHPO/THPO and 
other related parties 

when working with 

historic resources 

SEMAs should 

create a task force 

for 
representatives 

from affected 

cities, including 
preservationists. 

State Response 
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SEMA  should 
maintain records 

as to the success 

of their grant 
recipients 

State Recovery 

FEMA 
Prepare nationwide 

emergency plan 

Lobby to fully, 

and permanently 

fund the Historic 
Preservation 

Fund 

Federal Mitigation 

 

Coordinate with 

SEMAs  Implement 
Plan 

FEMA should 

join forces with 

the ACHP to 
create a 

curriculum for 

both 

preservationists 
and emergency 

management 

personnel 

Federal Mitigation 

 

Provide technical 

assistance, training, 
and funding to state 

and local entities 

   

 

Complete section 

106 review    

 

Engage 

SHPO/THPO and 
other related parties 

when working with 

historic resources 
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Appendix A 

Acronym Chart 

 

ACE Army Core of Engineers 

ACHP Advisory Council for Historic Preservation 

CDBG Community Development Block Grant 

CLG Certified Local Government 

DNR Department of Natural Resources 

EDA Economic Development Administration 

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 

FOIA Freedom of Information Act 

GADNR Georgia Department of Natural Resources 

GIS Geographic Information Systems 

HPC Historic Preservation Commission 

HPD Historic Preservation Division 

HUD Department of Housing and Urban Development 

MHIRA Multi-Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment 

MOA Memorandum of Agreement 

NAACP National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

NFIP National Flood Insurance Program 

NHPA National Historic Preservation Act 

NIMS National Incident Management System 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association 

PA Programmatic Agreements 

PDA Preliminary Disaster Assessment 

RDC Regional Development Commiccion 

SBA Small Business Administration 

SHPO State Historic Preservation Office 

SNCC Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 

TAD Tax Allocation District 

THPO Tribal Historic Preservation Office 
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Appendix B 

Unpublished National Register Nomination from the Southwest Regional Commission 
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Appendix C: Unpublished FEMA Documents regarding Montezuma 
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Appendix D:  Unpublished Contract from Tommy McKenzie‘s Personal files 
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